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ABSTRACT 

Rooted in the philanthropic concerns of the early Public Libraries the 

Arts-and-Libraries partnership has developed through various stages 

and experienced many set backs. Much has been INritten on the 

subject yet it remains the most vulnerable aspect of library services. 

It is argued that Arts in Public Libraries is !Northwhile for all 

involved and can benefit the Public Library image and diversify its' 

role. Recommendations for running an ideal event are suggested. Then 

recent events are examined in the light of these recommendations. It 

is concluded that there is room for improvement in the Arts and Public 

Libraries field and ways to improve this are suggested. 
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INTRODUCTION 

From the outset, the PubiJc Ubr.ry provided opp!Ttunitles to users to 

expErience Art and Culture by reading books and attending lectures and 

talks. Such free provision was pert of the philanthropic ethos of the 

PubiJc Ubrary, which hoped to educate and improve the working C'la 89 

and thus advance society and the economy. 

As the PubiJc Ubrary developed and changed, so did a• e99 to the Arts. 

The llbra'ies originally provided singulcr outlets fer Art to the lower 

cla , but as mass media grew in availability and populirity the 

audiences fer pubiJc llbra'ies' lectures, readings and cla9 9 dwindled. 

Further blows were rendered to ax to the Arts in llbr.ries by two 

World Wars and the economic a1.ses and difficulties of the 19:Ds, 1960s, 

1970s and 1900s. During such times llbr.ries tended to fall ba::k to 

providing soley basic book lending and t efet e.1ce servicee which many 

llbra'ians, and the Ubrary A99QCfation, thought, in any case, to be the 

only proper roles of the PubiJc Ubrary. Even so, significant advances 

have been made in the Arts and Ubra'ies pcrtnership. 

Despite the economic hcrdship of the 1960s there was great optimism 

among llbraians. The philo9ophy and practice of extension a::tivitles 

developed, moving away from the philanthropic attitude of previous eras 

and towcrds a socially conscious attitude as well as to self-publlcity and 

propaganda fer llbr.ries. Furtherance of the Arts began to be seen as 

a way of diversifying the llbr.lies' role and CTeatl.ng resource centres 

fer the oommunity. However, despite some significant advances made in 
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the post-Second Werld War era, the 1973 oll-aisis-induced slump meant 

that cutbacks had to be made. The first items to be sliced from 

libraries' budgets were the extension activities, setting a patte-n of 

reductions that was to be followed into the 1990s. 

When the Conservatives took power in 1Cf/9 a new era fir libraries was 

ushe ed in. This was an era of 'effectiveness measures' and 

requirements to justify expenditure on libraries. Attempts were made to 

diversify the libraries role to make it seem mere valuable. Arts 

activities became part of this diversification and a way of attracting 

funds fir increasing usage of libraries, thus enhancing their so-called 

effectiveness. 

The Arts-and- Ubraries partnership did have some success during the 

1~ and has managed to become more businesslike. Fer example, an 

increasing number of libraries have secured some sponscrship from 

business, out of nee tty, which has been useful both to the businesses 

and libraries. However Public Ubraries have suffered from the 

uncertainty affecting public services stemming from the funding 

difficulties created by the Community Charge (Poll Tax) and the 

recrganlzatlons, and restrictions, of local government. 

The 1990s have been dubbed the 'caring '90s', with a sign of this new 

attitude purpcrted to be election of John Majcr, with his soft, benign, 

image. The a-eatlon of the Ministry of Heritage, and a Cabinet seat fir 

the Heritage Minister, could be good news fir the Arts and Ubraries, er 

not : uncertainty remains. 
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It Is cleir that the Arts-and-Ubrartes pc..-tnership can benefit all taking 

pert-audience, pE!I"fa""mers, exhibita-s and Hbrartes. Much has been 

written about how and why libraries should be providing c..-ts activities. 

However. librarians seldom receive training in the Arts and, often, 

responsibility fir an event Is handed out on an ad- hoc basis, with 

libr.rians lecrning as they go along. The ad-hoc nature of some of the 

~rganizatlon and the restricted budgets lead to only sp~Tadic provision 

of .c..-ts material, with little unifirmity of effa t throughout the country. 

Despite all the hurdles encountered, a deal of Art activity does go on in 

Public Ubraries, fir differing reasons and with a vcr'iety of outcomes, 

and much can be lecrned by close scrutiny of these initiatives. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

ORIGINS 

The IB"llest llbr.rfes in Britain were those held in monasteries and by 

royalty. Gradually private collectlons grew among the wealthy, and 

llbr.ries were established in the universities of Cambridge and Oxfa-d. 

Ubr.ries remained in the hands of the Uta-ate wealthy because they 

could afftrd books which were very costly to produce. These llbr.ries 

perftrmed a valuable function in that "since 1500 the university 

llbr.ries of Europe have bcrne more than their share of the task of 

pres21 ving and extending the cultural heritage of the western 

wcrld.''(l). However, llbracy in Britain did grow steadily CD oss the 

population, a factcr" which was to contribute to the Industrial Revolution. 

Kelly identifies the Guildhall Ubr.ry of fifteenth century London as the 

genesis of the idea of the public llbr.ry although it catered "for a 

public ccnslstlng almost exclusively of clErgy and students.''(2). The 

sixteenth century saw setbacks in the development of llbr.ries due to 

the dissolution of the monasteries and the so - called 'censcrship' of the 

university llbr.ries at both Qxfa-d and Cambridge. Thie 'censcrship' 

involved the burning or conflscatlng of material which did not suit the 

King's purposes. Many great collections were destroyed or broken up, 

some never to be reassembled. Some of these books found their way to 

Europe and would eventually return to Britain. 

In the seventeenth century the university llbr.ries were revived and 

the llbr.ries of some cathedrals also grew. During thie period some 
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municlpally owned libraries were founded which were usually made up of 

books left by local notables to the town, e.g. Norwich (1600) and 

LeicestEr" (1632). Parish churches also made small gift collections of 

books for public use and circulation. The subject matter of the 

municlpal and church libr.ry collect1ons was mainly class'cal and 

theological and the efu e little used. Despite this discouraging stcrt the 

municlpal libraries expB"ienced some growth into the eighteenth century. 

Howeve-, they were to be eclipsed by the rise of subscription and 

commercial circulation libraries, the ecrUest probably being in Edinburgh 

1n 1725. These new libr.ries provided what might be called 'populcr' 

reading matter, i.e. f1ct1on. Such subscription libraries prospered 

throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and were common by 

1900: the most well known 1s the London Ubr.ry, which, founded in 

1841, prospe-s still. 

For those who could not afford the monthly or yecrly subscriptions, 

Mechanics Institutes were established by benevolent or philanthropic 

individuals. Examples of these are the Birmingham Artisans' Ubr.ry 

(1795) and the Glasgow Mechanics Institute (1823). These institutions 

numbe-ed 700 by 1ffi0. 

Despite libr.ries' long and varied history in Britain, their contribution 

to soclety as a whole was limited by the lack of mate-lal available due to 

primitive printing methods and initial low levels of lite-acy. 

Furthe-more, the purpose of ecrly libraries was very different from that 

of the mode-n public libr.ry. The private libraries were for the 

households they were kept in and their visitors. The unive-sl.ty and 

cathedral Ubraries were for students, ele-gy and scholcrs. The first 
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users of libraries would have been members of the wealthy er privileged 

cl a s of society, those able to affcrd and to read books. However, 

with changes in society and improvements in printing enabling 

iroa easing mass production, the advent of the public library was made 

possible and would come to " represent, in aggregate, one of the great 

cultural resources in modern Europe." (3). The basis of this cultural 

resource was initially, and fer some time, book and print-based. 

PUBLIC LIBRARIES 

Public Ubraries offlcially began in 1ffi0, but as has already been shown 

they had their crigins in the fifteenth century, and then in municipal, 

parish and commercial libraries which survived into the twentieth 

century. 

The Public Library Act of 1ffi0 was pert of a refcrm movement which 

included landmcrk leg1slat1on such as the 1832 Refcrm Act, the Factcry 

Acts, and the Abolition of Slavery legislation of 1834. The refcrming 

zeal was brought about by a shift in population from rural a-eas to 

towns and cities caused by the Industrial Revolution. 

Urbanisation had a great effect on society, its class system, family 

structures and wcrk ethos. As a consequence of the densely populated 

industrial a-eas there was a rise in crime and alcoholism. This shocked 

the emerging bourgeo1sie who concerned themselves with the mcrals of 

the wcrking classes, not just through Victcrian philanthropic concern, 

but also fear of riot and the spread of dire m. 
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The traditional social institutions of control were ineffective in the new 

society. The church, fermally central to town and village life, lost its 

control amid the ever ina adng population of the industrial urban 

landscape. Equally, the aristocracy and landowners were without d1ract 

influence in the new society. The facta-y owners were seldom 

philanthropic, being concerned with how much wtrk could be extracted 

from their employees. 

The conditions in which the majtrity of the urban population lived and 

wtrked gave the impetus fer legislation and the fermation of movements 

and institutions aimed at improving the wtrkers' lot and their 

productivity; examples of these are be the Mechanics Institutes and the 

Temperance Movement. The pervading thought at the Ume was that 

through education and provision of suitable rea-eatlon the wtrking 

classes would wtrk harder, improve themselves and be mtre content. 

The result of this would, it was hoped, be less distrder and greater 

prosperity and profits. Those who attempted to bring public libraries 

into being were part of this movement. 

The first enquiry in parliament was begun by Benjamin Hawes, MP. fer 

Lambeth, who called fer a reptrt on libraries and museums abroad. 

Following circulation of the reptrt in October 183/l, James Sllk 

Buckingham, MP. fer Sheffield, established and chaired a select 

committee enquiring into the effects of intoxication on the labouring 

claee e. It recommended that as well as the Government, Local Authtrity 

and reddents should provide "public walks and gardens, tr open spaces 

fa" athletics and healthy exercises in the open air ••• and of district 
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perish librcries, museums and reading rooms, ace lble at the lowest 

rate of charge.''(4). Thus from the beginning public libraries were 

considered, by the legisiata-s at least, a firce against disa"der and a 

civilising influence. Although creation of such librcries was mainly fir 

the benefit of the higher clas es rather than the wa-king clas es, it 

shows a faith in the printed wa-d which may seem naive today. 

Buckingham proposed three bills following the repa-t all of which failed, 

yet the germ of later legislation was sown. 

The Museums Act of 18ll5 was a further step toward providing public 

librcries. It "empowered councils of boroughs with a population of at 

least 10.000 to levy ••• , a %d. rate fir the establishment of public 

'museums of art and science', and to make an admission charge of not 

more than 1 d.''(5). This effectively laid the foundation fir the Public 

Ubrcries Act of 1ffi0. Indeed, Canterbury, Warrington and Salflrd used 

the 18ll5 Act to establish libraries as well as, a- as part of, museums. 

A Select Committee was established in 1849 to look into the public 

librcries issue - whether they would be used by the wa-king clas es 

and have a consequent benefit fir society. Samuel Smiles, autha- of 

'Self Help', said of librcries in the repa-t, "give a man an interesting 

book to take home with him to his family, and it is possible that the 

man will stay at home and read his book in pr ere ence to going out and 

spending his time in dissipation .. .''(6). It was very much the vogue in 

what we now know as Victor1an thinking that a man, invariably a man, 

could 'improve' himself by reading a- going fir a walk. Despite the 

very determin1stic way these people thought, the root of the problem 

does not seem to have been tackled, poverty being the fault of ma-al 
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degeneracy and not vice versa. 

lffiO PUBLIC LIBRARIES ACT 

Following the 18LI9 Select Committee's rept:rt, a bill was presented to 

Parllament with the aim of a-eating publfc libraries. The champion of 

the bill, Hilllam Ewart, thought its provlslons would improve the 

economic welfare of the working clas s. Brotherton, his ally, saw in 

the bill a means for the prevention of crime: this view perpetuated the 

ideas of reform and phllanthropy already mentioned. It was hoped that 

not only would reform improve the working C!la es and thus society but 

would also improve the economy, and consequently middle-class wealth. 

The bill did have its opponents in those that thought libraries should 

be left to private-enterprise thinking that finds echoes in recent 

debates about the future of publfc libraries. The opponents saw 

libraries as a luxury or a frippery. As the M.P. for Uncoln said in 

debate " •• .however excellent food for the mind might be, food for the 

body was what was now most wanted for the people.''(7). 

The bill went through several amendments before eventually being 

passed. It empowered munlclpal authorities with a population of 10,000 

or more to spend a lkl. rate on the provlslon of accommodation and 

maintenance of a library and/or museum. The Act made no allowance for 

purchase of books. Furthermore, ratepayers had to be polled on the 

matter, a 2/3 majority being required for the measure to be adopted. 

A number of measures extending the Act to Scotland and providing the 
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power to buy books, newspapers and other materials were passed. This 

pr ocrss culminated in the 1866 Amending Act which abo11shed the 

population limit which allowed the establishment of librartes in rural 

areas and smaller towns. A majority, not a 2/3 majority, was required 

to adopt the Act; the id. levy remained. 125 libraries were established 

between 1Bil7 and 1886, 98 of which were established between 1868 and 

1886. 

There remained opposition to the establishment of libraries by many 

ratepayers who objected to paying for working-class reading which was 

becoming predominantly fiction. The same worries about the borrowing 

of romances and 'pulp' fiction were raised then as ere today. 

By the late 1960s, however, feirs of Britain's falling behind industrtally 

to Europe, pcrtlculcrly to Germany, and the enfranchising of a lcrge 

part of the male working-class population by the 1867 Reform Act, led to 

a change in emphasis in librcry provision. The ethos of libraries 

changed from the philanthropic to the educational, the main concern 

being to improve industry and Britain's place in the world. This change 

was reinforced by the 1870 Education Act, which contained the principle 

of compulsory universal elementcry education. Thus "the public 

libraries were now, in the modern phrase, on the educational 

bandwagon."(8). Yet the role of libraries in education was called into 

question because of the extent of fiction loaned, as this was not equated 

with improvement or education despite the comment of S. Smiles to the 

Commission of 1B!l9. The concern about the fiction reading can be 

summed up by the remcrk of J. Taylor Kay, Ubrartan of Owen College, 

Manchester in 1878: " Novel reading has become a disease, a dissipation; 
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and this dissipation, most librarians of circulating libr.ries wW all know 

from their experience, is as enchanting and quite as herd to get rid of 

as other dissipation, and quite weakening mentally." (9). 

So no SDDner had the refcrming zealots and concerned bourgeoisie given 

libr.ries to the wa-king clae ee they began to complain that the wa-king 

cla ee were reading books from those libr.ries. There was a sense 

that the libr.ries did not belong to the wa-kers, but were more 

dispensaries fer c:u t ect literatures. However, libr.ries did lend books 

other than pulp flctlon and, many loaned sheet music. Furthermore, at 

this time the type of flctlon was not reca-ded by libnries. They were 

also hindered by the lack of funds due to the system of levying funds 

from the rates. 

Anomalies were cleared up in 1892 and the problems of the levy rate 

solved in 1919. However, prta- to 1919, although income did rise as the 

numbers of ratepayers rose, sha-tage of books was a pcrticulcrly 

pressing problem as it was the public libr.ries' prtmcry function. The 

1919 Act amended previous legislation and removed the rate limitation. 

Ubr.ry powers were extended to county authorities thus creating the 

county libraries. The libr.ry services could expand to meet rtstng 

demand and extend services in rural creas. However, development was 

often slow due to the post - First Ha-Id Her depression, as it was 

during Ha-Id Her Two. 

During the Second Ha-Id Her the McColvin repa-t of 19iJ2 made a 

blueprint fer post-wer libr.ries the implication of which was initlally 

restricted by post wer austerity. By the 1950s society had yet again 
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begun to change rapidly. As they did at the genesis of public librcries, 

living standc..-ds rose greatly. Another impa-tant facta- was the 

Education Act of 19114 which created a boom, not just in schools but also 

in higher education. There was consequent demand fir libr.ry services, 

and p;rtlcularly fir 1 efa ence librcries. With the lifting of building 

restr1ct1ons in 1958 a ll.br.ry- building boom was begun. During the 

post-war period "public librcries moved into the modern era. The last 

vestiges of the old wcrkin~ image now rapidly faded ••• the library 

became ... the pos sslon of the community."(10). The public library 

became more active and brought "ina aMng emphasis on the function of 

the public library as purveycr of serious literature."(11). 

Kelly describes the 19tl5-64 period in l1br.ry hlstcry in a quite bibl1cal 

manner: librcries overflowing with students, teachers and 1 chers 

from the newly created learning institutions. The value of the public 

library seems to have been recognized by industry and those wcrking 

in local government. Kelly also a ts that television stimulated 

interest in librcries by rafslng interest in cultural matters: thie would 

not be said of television today. A general household survey conducted 

in 1987 showed that of people over 16 years old their home leisure time 

was passed by 991 watching television and 601 reading a book, Recent 

research shows that many people watch television and read a book 

simultaneously: the mechanics of this were not explained. 

The 1964 Ubrar1es and Museums Act brought change and trouble to 

librcries which were exaca bated by the flagging economy of the time. 

Librarians were still 'thinking big', expansionist ideas of creating the 

library as a ''resource centre fir the whole community."(12). This 
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resulted in the ina"eased relevance of 1 era ence mata-ial to the 

community and an ina ease in lending reccrds, tapes, mia"ofilm, pictures 

and other modern media. The money was not always available and the 

expansion was thet era e not universal. It seems a shame that at a time 

when llbrcries were focusing on great improvements they were unable to 

achieve because of the economic climate. This is not to igncre relevant 

advances that were made in the 1960s and early 1970s. However, the 

1973 oil crisis and consequent economic troubls and irnreastng inflation 

took toll, and staff cutbacks meant that many llbnries ran only a 

basic service. The llbrcries' role had changed and now tried to offer a 

wide range of services. New mata-ials, e.g. audio-visual, came into 

llbnries, and llbnries were becoming mere popular - perhaps also an 

outcome of 1 ec dnn. Also, as King points out, though "a-iginally 

conceived as a largely wa-klng-dass provision, public llbnries had 

become, by the nineteen seventies, institutions which mainly catered fir 

the middle class."(13). It has to be said that there was a larger and 

broader middle class than when the public libnries were a-:lglnally 

provided. The nature of the llbrcries' clientele has changed and this, 

obviously, has affected the audience fir crts activities that ere provided 

in llbnries. This is a matter that wm be discussed lata". 

Further disasters hit the llbr.ry service in May, 1979 when the great 

Thatcher was elected by a drugged society. The new government was 

"committed to a policy of self reliance, the government abscr-bed the 

cuts in public expenditure into a political phllosophy which expounded 

the ne esslty of reducing state intervention in all its firms ... The 

prospect fir public llbnries in the 'eighties certainly looked bleak."(1LJ). 
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The Thatcher government brought about further changes in society 

which were to have great affect on library provision - even beyond the 

funding aisls which was to be heightened by changes in local

government funding. First, rate-capping and then the disastrous 

poll tax restricted and reduced the amount of money that a local 

government could raise. The new ethos of competitiveness and the 

sb ess on effecUveness and pe fu mance stirred up debates about the 

effectiveness of public libraries and whether they should be privatized 

er generate more income from their services. A hunt 1ir suitable 

periirmance and effectiveness measures began. These were built around 

figures of the number of books ba'rowed, number of bcrrowers and 

number of people making enquiries. Consequently, it became very 

impcrtant to attract people to libraries to boost attendance figures and 

thus periirmance and effectiveness. 

Could Arts bring people into librcr1es? Could Arts make people use 

libraries? And should they contribute to the funding of libraries? These 

quesUons have been asked and are being asked sWl. 

In 1983 the Office of Arts and Ubrartes commissioned the Local 

Authorities Management Services and Computer Committee to look into 

income generation in public libraries. It found that an average of 25" 

of income was derived from product, meaning audio-visual services, 

pictures, sale of old-book stock and local-histcry publications. 17% came 

from use of library resources, which included the letting of rooms. 

The new thinking led to questions being asked about the free service at 

a time when a free service was impcrtant, a time of high unemployment. 
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The sacred cow of free lending was under threat. 

The replacement of Mrs Thatcher by Mr Majcr and then Majcr's vfcttry 

in the 1992 General Election may bring changes. The electicn of Major, 

with his softer approach, has been said to be a function of the so-called 

'cering '90s' attitude. How much ca-e the new government gives to 

llbr.ries and arts remains to be seen. The creation of the Ministry of 

Heritage under David Melior, the self-styled minister for fun, which has 

responsibility for heritage, sport, tourism and the arts may or may not 

be a good thing. It does give the Arts a voice in the cabinet, but what 

kind of voice? The use of the word 'heritage' seems worrying to some, 

seeming to legitimize the ~tinted spectacles vision of England. This 

is not so helpful to llbr.ries and arts aiming to put new work before an 

eager public. The implication of traditional values does not bode well 

for innovation. 

The Thatcher years saw a rise in sponsorship for the arts by business 

and, indeed, some llbr.ries received sponsorship too. The tendency now 

is for that money to go to sure-fire winners, e.g. 'traditional' plays. 

And it remains to be seen whether the new National Lottery will provide 

a further excuse for reduction of government funding of arts and 

llbr.ries. Will the cering '90s be kind to the arts-and-llbr.ries 

p;rtnership? 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE ROLE AND FUNCTION OF LIBRARIES IN SOCIETY 

"The library, as a publlc institution, is both a cause 

and consequence of its society."(l) 

So, the library is a place with books, books with the attendant image 

problem, a wide range of books. A place critic1zed for having too many 

'shocking' er controversial books, a place critic1zed for lending too much 

'pulp' flctlon. The librcry is at the fa eft ont of breaking down social 

barriers to literature and literacy but is critic1zed for being too elitist 

er too low-brow. The library is a storehouse "of knowledge and 

repository of 'high culture'" (2), and "over the past 3> years library 

users have been encouraged to have specific expectations of their local 

library service" (3). These expectations may be that a library should 

have books and newspapers and a place for children to play and 

perhaps read. Clea"ly, libraries provide for more than this basic 

service as initially revealed by the title 'Library and Information 

Service', which most libraries have today. Ubraries provide many more 

services than the common stereotypes. There has thus been much 

thecrizl.ng about the place of the library in society and its function. 

Patently, the library is more than a bookstore. From the outset publlc 

librcries carried with them something other. Initially they were 

intended as clvillzing agencies against drink and violence, and as 

agencies fer education. They were instituted to create a better and 

more productive society, an agency of social pollcy. From these 
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beginnings as no mere than a bookstcre, the library has developed mere 

complex functions. It contains a multitude of media and provides access 

to a multitude of infermation, with the libr.l""ian a:ting as custodian of 

infcrmation, guiding the user er making sure that the user has full 

access to infcrmation. Infcrmation may be a DJ.Y. handbook, er it may 

be a tide timetable, a government document, literature er er!, all held on 

vcrious types of media. 

Society has the right of aa:ess through the library and through the 

library could keep in conta:t with itself. As Reith says, "the link 

between society and its culture is provided through underlying 

institutions... An institution is, in fa:t, a procedure: an erganized, 

fcrmal, recognized, a:cepted, and stabilized method of completing an 

activity er perfcrming a duty that benefits society •• .'' (LI). These 

institutions, be they of government, crt er culture, communicate, er have 

conta:t with society through agencies such as museums, galleries, mass 

media er libraries. Indeed, "the library alone among these agencies 

serves both holistic and histortc functions.'' (5). "Only the library 

serves all institutions of society and thus may be recognized as an 

essential terce of integration.'' (6) 

The vision of the library as a terce fer social good and harmony was 

seen by Reith when he said that the library may, ''function as a 

disconcerting and controversial agency of society, regardless of whether 

its activities are passive er conducted through deliberate initiation and 

advoca:y .'' (1). This danger does not emanate from librarians but 

through those who use the library "resources toward their own benefit 

and advantage.'' (8). The danger arises only when one group has 
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access to certain infirmation and another does not. The use of, and 

access to, infirmation is an essential right in a modern democracy. 

"The provision of infirmation makes the libr.ry an essentially 

democratic, and democratizing, vehicle." (9). The libr.ry does not bar 

people from infirmation and is an appropriate agent fir breaking down 

barriers to infirmation, including art. As ChrisUne Were wrote, "we ere 

almost two nations in a cultural sense," and the libr.ry as a 

democratizing fl:rce has a part to play in democratizing culture. 

Usherwood suppcrts the view of the library as a vital communication 

agency, but mentions the danger of the firmation of an infirmation elite. 

This is particularly worrying in a world where infirmation means power. 

He warns that "if market faces are given free rein, the result could be 

not only an infirmation ellte among users but perhaps more 

dangerously, an ellte group of infirmation providers." (10). The libr.ry 

being fairly free of market ftJ ces, not having to sell infirmation to the 

highest bidder or most influential institution, can provide infirmation 

democratically. The llbr.ry provides infirmation to what Usherwood 

terms the 'Infirmation Poor', a vital function in contemporary society. 

Usherwood identifies traditional roles fir the public libr.ry which 

include the presa vation of material, aiding education and research, and 

provision of infirmation, recreational and cultural facilities. The social 

function of recreational library use must not be undervalued as it is the 

main function in terms of numbers although the value has been 

underestimated by some librarians. The library is capable of promoting 

all aspects of culture and art - high, mass, pop or local, says 

Usherwood. Reith identifies four functions of repository, infirmation, 

education and social advocacy. This may involve cultural activities but 
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Reith emphasised the uses of infirmation held by a libr.ry as most 

commentata-s do. 

There is a danger in concentrating on the libr.ry as purely an 

infirmation service. McKee points out that there is, "a tendency to look 

at the libr.ry service only from the perspective of infirmation 

provision." (11). He assa ls that concentrating on, (T emphasizing this 

aspect of the libr.ry service reinfu ces the, "concept of infirmation as a 

commodity and the desirability of commercially exploiting infirmation 

resources."" (12). This would contribute to the undermining of the 

libr.ry service and the development of an 'inf(Tmation pQ(T', and should 

be avoided. Yet, Mckee also states that, "the public library service is 

conditioned by the social, technological, economic and political 

environments in which it operates."' (13). This may mean that the public 

libr.ry service will one day have to operate, in part, commercially as an 

infirmation broker, causing a concentration of infirmation provision to 

the detriment of other aspects of the service. 

Although provision of infirmation is very imp(Tlant, infirmation has a 

broad definition applying to many things, such as types of infirmation. 

There is m(TS to the llbr.ry than infirmation provision. McKee suggests 

four roles fir the libr.ry in a concept of community development -

recreational, infirmational, educational and cultural. Most definitions of 

libr.ry function include some statement, (T mention of culture or 

cultural provision. McKee's roles coincide with the provision of the Arts 

by libr.ries, Art being a recreation, either by partfcipating (T observing 

it, whether it be a book, a painting, a perfrrmance (T a W(Tkshop. Art 

can be educational, Art can teach how to do art through example and 
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through encouragement to those who may be intimidated by Art or think 

Art not for them. Art provides information on society and how it works. 

Art can comment on politics and relationships or provide a new 

perspective in local landscape - rural or urban. Art can act as a 

mirror for society. Art also represents culture or the type of culture 

present in society. The library is, or should be, a pe feet conduit for 

art that fulfils these rules, although it may not necessarily be the place 

for very experimental work. 

Art can also play a part in the library function as, "a collective sncfal 

memory whose presence provides an inte face for constituencies at 

different points on a time-space spectrum" (14) - or in the function of, 

"libraries [as] the collective memory and mind of society." (15), meaning 

that the library is a repository of memory through its function of 

keeping books, papers and other media and art. Art also holds cultural 

memory, representing shifts in thought and value through history. The 

library can provide space and time for local artists to chronicle at a 

local level, not parochially but in the sense of being close and 

aa::essible, these shifts and changes. In effect, the library is a forum 

for ideas, although those who use the library and experience art may 

not necessarily or immediately think in these terms. The terminology of 

the function of libraries does not show that there is joy, happiness and 

constructive thought and activity to be gained through libra-ies and art 

involvement. 

"The social functions of the library today are more important and 

comprehensive than at any other time in history as a result of the shift 

from a rational and individual philosophy to a collective 
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philosophy.'' (16). The librcry has a great pert to play in providing Art 

through this collective philosophy, which has been under attack in the 

past 14 yea-s, as individual choice is the core of the political 

'philosophy' of the government. 

"We must... overcome the fea- that collective social functions are 

achieved at too great an expense to individual liberty.'' (17). The 

provlslon of Art through such a collective institution as a libr.ry does 

not restrict individual choice and does not represent the removal of 

choice from the individual. The individual can choose whether to 

pcrt1clpate cr not. The individual is not having its declslons about crt 

and culture made fer it but is being provided with a vcriety and choice 

of experiences which might otherwise not be available. The individual 

retains its freedom of choice despite what critics of libr.ries might say 

to the contrary. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

ART I ARTIST AND SOCIETY 

"The history of the idea of culture is a reard of our reactions, in 

thought and feeling, to the changed conditions of our common life."(!). 

The relationship of the artist to society, and arts to society and the 

role and function of arts have changed considerably through time. 

These changes have led to the current, often ambiguous, relationship 

between the arts and society. 

The systems of patronage have changed part.icul<rly since the Industrial 

Revolution. Today, patronage is not of one er two types, as a plethora 

of possible patrons and funding bodies is at werk. The most significant 

patrons <re those in the mass media, in pa""ticula"" the BBC which 

employs five orchestras and broadcasts 100 hours of classical music a 

week and 500 plays a ye<r on the radio. 

The a""tist today is seen as an outsider, one commenting on society and 

events with detachment, often sniping at the establishment and funded 

by that same establishment. This state of affairs is a comp<ratively 

recent development and one created by a""tists and media to firm the 

ideal of the romantic a""tist er some va""iation on such a theme. 

However, the term 'artist' is as broad as that of <rt itself. Commercial 

a""tists <re often well paid fir their werk as are some writers, aeta-s, 

painters and musicians. The majority of a""tists in Britain cannot live 
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by their werk, many being amateur er part-time pr ofesslonals. It is 

said that only four er five poets in Britain ere able to live by their 

writing alone. 

The artist was initially an instituted figure, part of a court, being 

recognized officially. The function of such artists, mainly poets er 

bards, was to record events in their society, in effect making history. 

They would have been fairly high in the hiacrchy, as long as they 

remained in favour. They were part of the 'system', patronized by the 

ruling class, as it were. 

This is the preliminary position of the artist in a series of five 

transitions that Raymond WUliams identifies in his book 'Culture'. These 

chart the changes in relations between artist and patron and also 

society. The first stage was from the instituted artist to one in which a 

household er famlly would 'take on' an artist for "what was at once a 

responsibility and an honour."(2). The function of this crrangement was 

to define the famlly's place in society, the artist being a status symbol. 

The second stage was one in which an artist was retained with money 

by a court/household; this, particularly, was the case fer painters and 

musicians, a prime example being that of church artists. In the third 

stage the patron gave protection by social recognition and the patron 

received honour through the art produced by his pet artist. The 

fourth stage has seen the development of sponscrship and commercial 

sponscrship. The patron gives early support and encouragement to the 

artist er suppcrts the artist's werk in its progress to the market. A 

firm might sponscr in this way, er commission werk for itself, to receive 

publicity and prestige. The fifth stage involves the public as patron, 
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funding the arts via taxation with public money through public bodies, 

both local and national. 

Williams also describes four types of relationship between artist and 

market: 

1. Artlsanal, an artist producing work fir direct sale, dependent on the 

immediate market. 

2. Post artlsanal, the artist selling work to a distributor who thus 

becomes their employE!"'. 

J. Market pr ol'esslonal, particularly writers, ownB"'Ship remaining with 

the artist, e.g. through copyright and royalties. Artists are thus 

directly involved in the market PI ocess. 

4. Corporate PI ofessl.onal, artists employed within corporate structures 

such as the new media of television, film and radio, including 

advB"'tising. The institution organizes production from beginning to 

end. 

Artists may have relations with govB"'nment as well as with, or instead 

of, the market. The government may fund arts which are not 

profitable, through its institutions, e.g. the Arts Council or the BBC 

These institutions are ostensibly free of govB"'nment control but receive 

most of their finances from the government. Furthermore, a govB"'nment 

may influence arts through its cultural institutions, providing policy or 

direction to the arts. This would be effected by the more extreme firms 
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of government. It can be seen that the artist may have many different 

relationships to the patron and to the mcrket. However, in Britain there 

are few instituted crtists er crtists on a retainer. The fcrm of 

patronage by protection is quite rare too, if not non-existent. The most 

common fcrm of patronage er employment for an artist is by sponsorship 

er by government institution. This is not to say that all crtists must 

have a patron, of whatever nature, as many rely on a relationship with 

the mcrket. 

Today the most significant patrons er employers of crtists are the media 

and the government. Local authcrities have an impcrtant role to play. in 

employing crtists. "Apcrt from the Arts Council, local authcrities are 

the present-day patrons of the crts."(3), whether such be writers in 

residence, visits by theatre groups er string qucrtets to schools er 

events in libraries er, indeed, librcries purchasing 'literature'. 

Obviously the cutbacks of the 1900s affected the relationship and the 

emphasis on sponsorship instead of State funding and, some would say, 

had a devastating affect on the type of crts being produced and shown 

in Britain. The accusation that companies would sponsor only 'populcr' 

productions, pcrticulcrly in theatre, has proved mostly m 1 ect. 

Although some experimental werk has found sponsorship it has often 

been found by the better-known experimental companies er crtists. 

The increase in sponsorship occurred at a time of change in society that 

saw an increased emphasis on 'style' and 'lifestyle'. There was a sense 

in the 1900s that 'a m 1 ect lifestyle', as approved by style magazines 

and other media, could be purchased. The Arts did, in a sense, become 

a lifestyle aa:ess 1 y. Many people had surplus income-those in 
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employment - and some of this income was spent on Art. This trend 

was pcrticularly noticeable in opera, which had something of a populist 

renaissance, seeing Pav;rotti at number one in the pop charts. 

Sponscrship f[]"" the 'elite' arts rose and fringe productions decreased. 

The Arts were a luxury synonymous, often, with lifestyle rather than 

quality of life. Brent Council cut its arts funding completely as a 

luxury it could not afford; this was mainly a consequence of poll tax 

and chorge capping. The effects of this action cannot be quantified 

directly, but it is an indication of the polarization of society. 

As has already been mentioned, the cutbacks meant that libr.ries had to 

justify themselves to survive. Pert of this process involved morketing 

themselves as a package, port of which was the provision of arts by 

libr<ries. What could be called a gap in the market could be identified 

and libr.ries could offer arts to those who could not necess=rily afford 

them (]"", m(]""e imp~ntly, felt b<rred from the arts on the grounds on 

grounds of their race, sex, social class (]"" standord of education. The 

libraries ;re often seen as neutral <reas and the efa e do not 

intimidate on those grounds. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

ART - WHAT IS IT? 

"We need religion fir religion's sake, morality for morality's sake and 

art for art's sake." - Cours de philosophie, Victor Cousin. 

"Art never expresses anything but itself." - The Decay of Lying, Oscar 

Wllde. 

"My librcry/Was Dukedom enough.'' The Tempest (1Ji.109) 

"The Arts have the power to enhance our lives and revitalize our 

environment.'' - Peter Palumbo, 11th June, 1991. 

'Yes, but is it art ?' is an oft-asked question to which there is a myriad 

of answers. By merely signing a urinal Marcel Duchamp had created a 

work of art, or so he said, the logic being that an artist creates art. 

Also his peers and critics, the people that arbitrate about art and its 

worth, were willing to agree that Duchamp had created a work of art by 

signing a ftrmerly commonplace item. What about the workman that 

actually made the urinal? At one time the act of creating an object, 

even of everyday use, would have been a work of art in a sense that it 

involved the skill of an artisan to create. The original sense of the 

word art was "a human attribute, a 'skill'.''(!). Yet Art has come to 

mean "a particular group of skills, the 'imaginative' or 'creative' 

arts.''(2). In the Oxford English Dictionary both original and current 
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usages of the term Art are listed - in fact, sevEral permutations of the 

werd - examples of which are as follows: 

1. '"Skill; its display er application, skill in doing anything as the 

result of knowledge and practice. 

2. Human skill as an agent, human werkmanship. Opposed to nature. 

3. The application of skill to the crts of imitation and design, painting, 

engraving, sculpture, <rehitecture; the cultivation of these in its 

principles, practice, and results; the skilful production of the beautiful 

in visible forms.'"(3). In the Shcrter Oxford English Dictionary the 

definition given varies slightly; '"the application of skill to subjects of 

taste, as poetry, music, etc.; esp. in modern use: perfection of 

werkmanship er execution as an object in itself.'"(4). 

The modern usage, then, includes part of the older and newer 

definitions of art, those of skilful production and of what would now be 

known as the Arts. Note the use of the werds 'beautiful' and 'subjects 

of taste and skill'. The fermer suggests that value judgements have to 

be made about taste and beauty, and this factor contributes to 

ambiguity er conflict in defining Art. The latter werd, 'skill', suggests 

training to acquire such skill as to create art, but which skills, and 

what about the appropriation of objects by artists such as Duchamp, 

Warhol and, most recently, Jeff Koons? 

So 'Art' at first r efen ed to any skill but, although this meaning is still 

used, '"a more specialized meaning has become common'"(S) i.e. werks of 

Art, Artist and the Arts. The werd was first used in English form from 

the 13th century but did not begin to be specialized until the 17th 

century when it began to be used in reference to 'libEral crts', as 
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taught at university, these liberal <rts being "grammar, logic, rheta-ic, 

arithmetic, geometry, music and astronomy."(6). From the 17th century 

the word became increasingly specialized and came to refer to "painting, 

drawing, engraving and sculpture"(7) and " came to stand for a special 

kind of truth, 'imaginative truth'"(B). Artists became special people, 

people who were artistic or artistical, meaning blessed with special 

skills, more than workmen/women. "The <rts - literature, music, 

painting, sculpture, theatre - were grouped together as having 

something essentially in common which distinguished them from other 

human skills."(9). 

The notion that the <rts and its practitioners were outside of normal 

everyday experience, 'something other', begins with such definitions. 

This creates the cult of the artist but also excludes people from the 

arts. The use of such words as taste and beauty has already been 

commented . on as requiring certain value judgements and these 

judgements are generally made by critics, artists and patrons. 

It is the case, perhaps less so today, that art requires a certain 

education to appreciate because art was created by those of a certain 

education who had access to galleries and publishers or other such 

intermediaries with the market. Art is often perceived as the preserve 

of the well educated as it is produced by artists(well 

educated/intellectual) for their own kind: thus, the lower classes are 

excluded from art by their own perception, by their education and by 

their being unconnected the experience of the artist. However, if 

broader definitions of art are used those formerly excluded should be 

able to participate in art and contribute as well. 
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Is it the case that a broader definition would remove the snobbery 

surrounding art ? Rock-ancl-roll music, advertising posters, soap 

operas, situation comedy, farce and naive painting are all art f~rms, but 

many choose to make divisions between high and low art, e.g., classical 

music (high art) and pop music (low art). These divisions are based on 

certain value judgements based on assumptions such that a more 

complex piece of music IT painting is of greater wlr'th than a less 

complex w~rk. Another example of these divisions is a recent debate 

held on The Late Show asking whether a Bob Dylan song is better than 

a Keats poem. Some argue that certain art forms are naturally higher 

than others but this really, again, relies on certain value judgements 

being made and in a collective manner. Yet, this tenet should mean that 

a pop song is of higher wlr'th than a classir.al symphony because more 

people buy and listen to pop music than to classical, mere people read 

Jeffery Archer 1r Jackie Collins than Chaucer 1r Joyce. The logic of 

the market would lead to the assumption that on the basis of collective 

value judgement the so-called low forms of art are in fact high, and the 

high art low on account of their lesser popularity. 'I don't know much 

about art but I know what I like'. The notions of high and low are 

used to segregate society by assuming that 'low art' is fir the lower 

classes and 'high art' is for the higher clas es; this is particularly 

English. As Judith Williamson has written in The Guardian, "If you 

actually think an item of popular culture is good, you appear to be m

educated 1r cynical: either ign~rant of 'high culture' 1r deliberately 

'slumming it' among the low to make a political point."(lO). She goes on 

to assa t that there is good and bad in all f~rms of art and that there 

"is scope fir beauty and truth in every f~rm. The thing is, you have 
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to be prepared to find it."(ll). 

This is a well rehearsed debate and could go on-anckm and, indeed, 

does. There are so many conundrums to be solved which never will be. 

It is clear that crt can be defined in many ways but what should crt 

mean to librcries ? The library is not a gallery, theatre or music 

venue, but can be. It is not the libraries' job to mount populcr musical 

extravaganzas nor to mount highly experimental German theatre in the 

inner cities or elsewhere for that matter. Ubraries do have a place in 

crt provision and it probably lies between the two extremes mentioned 

above. Ubrcries need not try to convert people to crt but should make 

available a wide range of crt and, through that provision, experiences 

that may have been beyond its users' scope for whatever reason. The 

library should not be a bastion of snobbery and should to try to 

overcome the poor image of the crts held by many people due to the 

historical reasons already chronicled. Neither should the library be an 

evangelist in the arts field, if only because that would put people off. 

The librcry can provide a wide experience of vcrious crt forms and 

information about them but it cannot educate its users: they must be 

encouraged to do that for themselves if they wish. The education 

system has a great role to play in this but has consistently failed to do 

so, thus contributing to the exclusion of a great many people from the 

crts, and vice versa. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

THE ARTS AND LIBRARIES PARTNERSHIP 

The arts and library partnership has been in existence for quite some 

time. The original libraries in Britain would have held works about art 

and, indeed, some books were, or are, works of art themselves, e.g. 

illuminated manuscripts. However, by the very nature of the libraries 

and their owners' place in society these collections were seldom open to 

the public. With the gradual development of the public library service, 

first commercially and informally (ad hoc) and then by legislation, 'arts' 

were more widely available to those who wished to enquire. As the 

Ubrarian of Uverpool public library, opened 1852, reported to 

Parliament in 1852 "the ready access, without any unpleasant restriction, 

to high class works of art and science, hitherto (almost) beyond the 

reach of the artisan, will no doubt have a tendency to improve, and to 

raise new desires for intellectual enjoyment; this progress is shown in 

the increasing interest in the reference and lending libraries, and 

doubtless a new and beautiful tone of thought, of feeling, of refinement, 

and of happiness will arise from the diffusion of these innocent and 

elevating pleasures which such institutions are calculated to 

provide."(!). Note the use of language: 'beautiful tone of thought', 

'high class works of art' and 'raise new desires for intellectual 

enjoyment'. This is the language of improvement, of philanthropy. The 

assumption is that the arts would raise the workers intellectually, 

keeping them from the gin palace or some such vice. However, the arts 

here means higiH::lass art, the established forms of art, the art of the 

establishment. It was not art produced by the people or that they had 
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intellectual access to through education. Yet, it was meant to elevate 

the people. 

The concept of the arts and libr<ries in partnership started at the 

beginning of public libraries but has gone through several changes of 

emphasis, and name and style. The initial provision of the arts was not 

universal, but a fair number of libraries did provide lectures, sciences 

and arts classes and engaged in "encouraging the activities of local 

cultural societies."'(2). Indeed, in the early 1ffi0s there was something 

of a lecture boom in libraries, a trend which would level out eventually. 

Many of the activities provided by libraries took similar form to those 

provided by the mechanics institutes and although technical classes 

were initially well attended they did not continue: and by 1900 they 

were an unimportant part of library work and became the responsibility 

of the education authorities after the 1902 Education Act. 

Lectures were very popular, booming in the early 1ffi0s and continuing 

to be popular into the 20th Century. As Kelly quotes from Library 

World of 1898 (Vol. 1, 8121), lectures "are generally recognized, not only 

as valuable aids in making known the contents of the library on 

particular subjects, but as tending to foster a closer relationship 

between the institution and its frequenters."'(3). This view is closer 

to the contemporary uses of arts in libraries, no longer purely 

improving and educating but publicizing too, raising consciousness of 

the library and its services. Lectures were the most prominent type of 

arts activity but talks, readings, exhibitions and concerts were also 

given by libraries. World War One had a somewhat weakening affect on 

library provision of such services as libraries reverted to providing a 
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basic service. It is impr:rtant to note the absence of mass media prier 

to World War One; there were newspapers and phonograms but nothing 

like the range of items available today or in the post-war era. Public 

meetings and talks played a major part in the communication of ideas 

and thought. The medium for mass entertainment was the theatre or 

music hall, not television or radio. 

Between the Wars libraries began again with 'extension activities'. 

Lectures, exhibitions, story hours for children, encouragement to local 

societies and lending books to adult education classes. Kelly points to 

the rise of the mass media and its 'probable affect on libraries' i.e. 

fewer people attending lectures. The mass media between the Wars 

comprised radio, cinema and newspapers, all of which increased in 

popularity in the inter-war years due to improvements in technology 

resulting in wider and cheaper availability. About 3,000,000 people 

attended cinemas each week in Britain in the 1930s. The BBC was 

formed in 1927 as a company, later to become a corporation, with Lord 

Reith's mission to entertain and educate the public. The mass media 

proved tough competition for libraries, the cinema being particularly 

glamorous and escapist during the depression era. The BBC was also 

very popular. Although the style of the early BBC may seem stiff and 

elitist today it was very popular indeed and did succeed in entertaining 

and educating a mass audience in their homes. Ubraries did hold 

'wireless listening and discussion groups' but these were short lived. 

Ubrarians were hindered in providing arts activities by the depression 

and consequent lack of funds. The most impr:rtant aspect of the library 

service was free r efa ence and lending of books which would include 

literature and those on art. 
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A London and Home Counties repcrt for 1939 showed that of 102 urban 

libr<ries 36 organized weekly, fcrtnightly or monthly lectures from their 

own funds, given free. LIO held exhibitions of painting, pottery or 

photographs. LIS libraries provided meeting places at nominal rates. 

This level of provision was quite good, if not entirely adequate, and it 

does compare quite favourably with later library work with the arts. 

However, the nature of libraries' art provision remained , for the most 

part, based in the books the libr<ries held. 

World War Two brought further set-backs, although libraries played a 

more important role than in the previous world conflict: they were not a 

priority area for funding. Many libr<ries were severely damaged or 

destroyed by bombs. A great many books were lost when the British 

Museum was struck. Indeed, the book warehouses of several publishers 

were burnt out, creating a book shortage and, incidently, the stimulus 

for encouraging new writing. 

In 19ll5 the Library Assoclation produced 'Proposals for the Post-war 

Development of the Public Library Service', which held that, "It is the 

function of the public library to provide books; ••• The organization of 

lectures and other adult education activities, therefore, is not properly 

part of the library service, but the provision of books for these 

purposes should be the responsibility of the public library system."(4). 

Despite this seemingly discouraging signal the post-war period provided 

a stimulus for arts activity. Groups were formed, the first being the 

St. Pancras Arts and Civic Council in 19ll6. These groups attempted to 

bring together libraries, individuals and organizations interested in 
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music, drama, the visual arts and other cultural activities. A further 

stimulus to libraries and arts was the 19ll8 Local Government Act which 

allowed that a 6-penny rate could be spent by local government on 

entertainment and cultural activities. The new legislation was couched 

in vague language, which may have contributed to the disappointing 

outcome of its provisions in many oreas. Ralph Berry illustrates this 

with the example of a local authcrity which, thinking itself generous, 

sent one guinea to a theatre to support its wa-k. 

Libraries experienced a building boom in the late 1950s and this 

coincided with the education boom. Yet, in a statement to the Roberts 

Committee of 1958, the Library Association affirmed yet again that the 

primary duty of the library was to satisfy reading needs; "It is not 

considered a proper extension of library function fa- the librarian to 

indicate such activities as amateur dramatics, art exhibitions, 

pageants •••• "(S). The 1950s were disappointing in the light of what could 

have been achieved, taking into account education and post-war 

optimism. In 1962 a survey of 5IE libraries, Z36 of which issued 

figures, showed the following:(6) 

ADULT JUNIOR 

Lectures 42 2b 

Film-shows 20 24 

Play reading 4 19 

Poetry reading 2 1 

Art exhibitions 25 4 

Book weeks 3 17 

Concerts 16 
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Drama 

Arts festivals 

Film making 

Letting rooms 

7 

4 

3 

56 

1 

Another survey, from 1964, showed that of 300 library authorities 'Z76 

were doing some form of extension work. 135 had art exhibitions, 137 

'general exhibitions', 122 held public lectures and 18 were involved in 

arts festivals.(7). 

The 1960s saw much change in libraries, and expansion of extension 

activities. The 1964 Act had a very positive effect and helped create an 

"expansionist, outward looking attitude characteristic of this period."(8). 

Theories of the purpose and nature of extension activities began to 

emerge, for example in H. Joliffe's Public Library Extension Activities 

(1962). The purpose of extension work was to inform people about the 

library and "the library would seek to identify itself closely with all 

kinds of people, individually or in groups.''(9). Other purposes were to 

inform users, widening their outlook and hcrizons, and as propaganda 

for the library to get support. Joliffe also stated that "all activities 

must be concerned with the whole population, even if only 

theoretlcally."(10). These principles are essentially those that are in 

operation today, to involve, or be open to the involvement of, the whole 

community. Joliffe also recommends a continuous programme of events 

and urges a long-term vision. Furthermore, "dignity and good taste, 

provided 'stuffiness' is avoided, must always enter into the work: the 

seconc:H'"ate activity should be shunned.''(U) and the library "should 

strive to be novel"(12) by employing constant review. Joliffe also urges 
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CCHJperation between authorities. These ideals are relevant today but 

are not always adhered to. 

Coinciding with an increase in extension activities was the beginning of 

the community crts movement. It developed "from a number of related 

cultural strands. It bought together in a rather muddled form a 

number of practices; bringing art to the community, promoting art in 

and by communities and representing communities ignored by the 

•J<Hmn<:m culture."(13). This and the general mood of the 1960s 

contributed much to the expansion of arts and library involvement. It 

was hindered by the economic difficulties which began in the mid-19605 

but much positive change was initiated. The view that the library was 

a community resource centre became popular. The library was becoming 

more than merely a book repository with lectures. This change was 

reinforced by change in the availability of new types of media such as 

audio tape and computers, the period of the information explosion and 

'white heat of technology'. As already noted, the 1960s were not 

without troubles, but genuine efforts were made to redefine the 

libraries' role and these included a change in the provision of art. 

"The social consciousness of the 1960s was reflected in a national 

cornucopia of library outreach services... but when the financially 

troubled 1970s hit those outreach items were the first budget items 

cut."(14). There was a severe retraction of library services in the 

1970s due to the economic slump experience after the 1973 oil crisis. 

Outreach/extension activities were the first items to go and, yet again, 

services were cut to the minimum, i.e. book-lending and reference. 

In 1Cfl9 the Conservatives were elected and a change of policy was 
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brought about. Further austerity was created by changes in local and 

national government funding. The effect of the changes was dramatic, a 

drive for efficiency and effectiveness meant that any free service must 

justify itself and so "the marketing movement arrived on the library 

scene, with buzzwords such as 'output measures' ••• helping to put 

outreach on the rebound."(15). As Joliffe stated in 1962, one purpose of 

outreach/extension is for propaganda, to gain support from users and 

funders. Public libraries were made aware of the need to establish 

goals and long-term plans, to survive and to seem relevant. This 

awareness created a service which was "not as morally driven as in the 

19605"(16) and yet, as Maidment points out, "arts in association with 

public libraries have been hampered in Britain 1. By financial 

restrictions, 2. By legal restrictions and 3. By the deliberate choice of 

librarians and library authorities.''(17): these tenets are true on all 

three counts • Ubrarians are not necessarily keen on arts activities, 

seeing them as sideshows to the purpose of a library. Such an attitude 

is reinforced by the training given to librarians, which lacks arts 

emphasis. 

The 1980s were a time of change for library services, a time of constant 

turmoil, and they were forced to adapt to a new and hostile 

environment. Many questions were raised about the function of libraries 

in society and this will be addressed in the next chapter, together with 

the role that the arts and library partnership plays in the new 

environment. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

HOW SHOULD AN EVENT BE RUN? 

"The public library is a major agency of arts support by nature of its 

premises, resources and information function." - Peggy Heeks. 

The first comprehensive attempt to map out the relationship between 

public libraries and the arts in the U.K. was carried out by Peggy 

Heeks and published in 1989 under the title, 'Public Ubraries and the 

Arts: An Evolving Partnership.'. The report attempted to quantify the 

relationship by collecting data on various aspects of arts and libraries, 

by questionnaire, such as the title of the librarian and committee 

responsible for the arts, and use of library accommodation. It is worth 

mentioning some of that report's findings as they comprise the most up

to-date commentary on the current arts and library partnership. 

Ll7" of library authorities answering the questionnaire had a "Chief 

Officer of department/directorate responsible for public libraries 

included an arts or leisure element."(!). 7LI" of authorities said the 

library department had a responsibility for the arts. 75" of the 

committees concerned with public libraries had an arts/leisure element. 

Many of these departments also had a leisure and/or museum remit. 

Heeks comments that it is clear that many of these interests were 

running parallel and not co-operating, the structure being "an 

administrative convenience."(2). 

Ll3" of authorities answered yes to the question as to whether the 
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library had a policy statement with reference to art/culture. 37% had a 

separate statement on the arts. However, 71% believed that "libraries 

have no obligation to promote the arts."(3). The reprl notes that many 

librarians distrusted arts policy statements, the perceived role of the 

library to the arts being varied, mentioning words like 'entrepreneur' 

and 'enablers' and "a growing belief that loc:al government has 

especially a strategic and monitoring role in arts promotion."(LI). 

liS% held no regular arts events except for clubs and book weeks, and 

liS% of authorities' arts events were 'one off' events. The reprl notes 

that active authorities were in the minority with LIO% having a high arts 

involvement. Ll1% reported involvement in a major arts initiative in the 

previous 3 years (prior to 1989). 32% had initiatives planned and 37% 

had had an artist in artist or writer residence. Some authorities with 

little or no arts involvement said it was not necessarily because they 

did not want to be involved but because other organizations were doing 

it already. This suggests library authorities feel they are in 

competition with other 'venues' rather than providing a particular type 

of arts service. This may be in part due to the fact that only '13% of 

authorities had formed liaison with the relevant Regional Arts Association 

(RAA), although 61% said that they had informal links. 

One of the most surprising findings of the reprl was that "public 

library supplrt for literature is not widespread, but is intensive in 

some authorities."(5). Only 38% had a policy on acquisition and 

promotion of works of literary merit and a majority of librarians felt no 

specific commitment to literature. This is very surprising in the light 

of the continuing debate about the high levels of borro1111ing of 'pulp' 
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fiction. Perhaps the problem lies in any definition of literary merit er 

an unwillingness to seem so politically inCCIII ect as to champion, er even 

politely recommend, a well-written book. 

The repcrt then makes some recommendations for. the improvement fer 

the arts and library partnership: 

1. Include space fer arts use in all new public library 

buildings. 

2. Guidelines should be made fer such spaces. 

3. A study should be carried out of video hire services. 

~. There should be regional studies of infermation needs 

in the arts field. 

5. Closer liaison between public libraries and RAAs. 

A look at other recommendations made by various people and 

erganlzations will help highlight areas of concern and map out what 

libraries should be doing in relation to the arts. 

In 'Libraries and the Arts - the Arts Perspective'(6) Raphael Gonley sets 

out 'eight commandments' fer arts and libraries to follow fer a 

successful partnership: 

1. Use of taxpayers' money must involve all sections of 

society in the benefits. 

2. Do not arbitrate on taste. 

3. Structures should be based on the first 2 commandments. 

~. Optimize resources - human, physical and others. 
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5. Funding bodies should be overall planners' assessing 

needs rather than promoting projects directly. 

6. Funding bodies should be enablers and encouragers. 

7. Needs must be assessed at the point of benefit; the 

community must be deeply involved in as esslng its own 

need. 

8. Local Authorities should all devise policies for the 

arts and targets to achieve policy objectives. 

Gonley also calls for all Local Authorities to appoint arts officers, as 

such an appointment is an Investment. Also, libraries should use the 

RAA services more, and their own facilities. 

Patrick Conway in 'Libraries and Community Arts' (7) mentions the 

advantages of libraries to the community arts. He says that libraries 

are catalysts for community arts work, a librcry being a "'treasure 

house of resources."'(8). The advantage of a library includes its 

location, opening hours, local links, and library staff who are trained 

and educated people. Many people use libraries, thus creating an 

audience for community arts. Those people use the library because they 

want to, not because they are forced or obliged to, and that provides 

an open-minded audience. Part of the library's treasure house stores 

information and ideas essential to community arts. Having stated why 

the library is such a good place for community arts he suggests what 

the arts should be like and Involve. They should Involve participation, 

not necessarily only by audience/spectators, but also by means of the 

personal and creative self-development of those creating. The arts 

should be accessible, and barriers should be broken be they 
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geographical, financial or psychological. The arts should be relevant to 

the community by creating initiatives from a continuing dialogue with 

individuals and groups. Finally, Con way states that the arts are not an 

optional extra but a means of community expression, a vehicle for 

comment and opinion. 

In 'Ubraries and the Arts in Partnership' (9) a strategy for arts 

development is suggested. Beginning with a survey of local arts• needs 

and facilities then formalization of an arts policy. An arts officer 

should be appointed and a three-year development plan should be drawn 

up, involving other departments and setting year-by-year priorities. 

Justin Lewis questions the use of cultural strategies and suggests 6 

areas of cultural value to be considered when organizing, or being 

involved in, art, as follows: 

1. Value of diversity. 

2. Value of innovation (R and D in industry). 

3. Value of art in the environment. 

Ll. Value of social pleasure. 

5. Value of creative expression. 

6. Economic value of art. 

Lewis questions the definitions of, or assumptions about, art, saying 

they are too middle class and elitist. Lewis says art has an image 

problem due to "the legacy of the dominant aesthetic values" in society 

and this creates invisible 'no entry' signs to the arts which serve "to 

exclude a majority of people."(lO). Marketing, Lewis suggests, is the 

way to overcome this and suitable marketing strategies must be 
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developed to this end. "A broader definition of art and culture is 

needed. It is not enough to merely revamp the traditional 'high' arts 

fer popular consumption er, conversely, to leave the commercial popular 

entertainment to the free market."(11), and he goes on to say that "you 

do not give everyone access to the arts simply by making them cheaply 

available er free,"(12). A library may provide excellent arts events and 

facilities but, due to the image and definitions and preconceptions of 

art, they will not reach as many people as they could and "the aim 

should be to attract as broad an audience as possible"(13). As the 

primary purpose of the libra-y is to expose the maximum number of its 

users to the exhibits. There is no shame in an arts event being 

popular er well attended but, often, libra-ies seem ashamed of the arts. 

Ubra-ians should not be apologetic, shy er ignerant of "their catalytic 

role in arts promotion and development."(lll). Indeed, "if libraries were 

to show some gumption and initiative in supperting new writing ... then 

the litera-y novel might have a future."(15). This is comment which 

applies not only to literature but to all arts that a library can house. 

The final set of commandments is set out by Messenger: 

1. Audience research must be ccrried out because although 

"there must be stimulation if the arts are to fulfil 

one of its primary roles, that of challenge"(16), there 

· must also be an audience. 

2. An appropriate venue should be used. 

3. The event should be professionally mounted. 

ll. The artist should be properly treated - contract, 

travel and accommodation properly arranged. 

5. Make sure that the staff share enthusiasm and 
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commitment. 

6. You must have funding and aim to recoup at least some 

money spent. 

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS. 

1. Studies of the provision of art and arts facilities 

should be carried out, and local arts needs should 

also be investigated. 

2. There should be closer links with local arts bodies, 

e.g. RAAs. 

3. People should be given what they want but, also, room 

must be left in a programme for challenging material, a 

balance: research the audience. 

4. You must involve, or attempt to involve, all sections 

of society: they pay the taxes and people should be 

involved in the work whenever possible. 

5. Use the resources of the library to advantage and 

optlmize them. 

6. Arts in libraries should break down barriers between 

people and art that are present at other venues. 

7. Funding bodies should enable and encourage. 

8. Perhaps move towards less elitist definitions of art. 

9. There must be good marketing - not to exclude but to 

include - to encourage the whole community to attend. 

10. More space should be given to arts in new buildings. 

11. There should be more and better training of librarians: 
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they should not be expected to 'do the arts' in the 

lunch break. 

12. Local authorities and libraries should create policies 

to these ends. Arts officers should be appointed and 

strategies drawn up with yea-ly targets set. 

Perhaps these recommendations/guidelines will seem idealistic or 

impossible to some. The funds are not always available to appoint arts 

officers, send librarians on courses or carry out studies. However, any 

attempts towards implementing these recommendations would help the 

library and arts partnership; not all of them involve extra funds, as 

some entail solely a shift in thinking or attitude. A different way of 

thinking often brings good results and does not necessarily cost 

anything, as with goodwill. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

CASE STUDIES 

LEICESTERSHIRE LITERATURE FESTIVAL 

The Leicestershire Uterature Festival ran from 21st September to 5th 

October 1991, and was the first County-wide event and the largest event 

undertaken in the County. The initial impetus for the Festival came 

from the Arts Council's 'Glory of the Garden' report after which 

Leicestershire County Council freed some money and created the post of 

Arts Development Officer. However, the Festival was not run by this 

officer but by the Head of Arts Services to People with Special Needs. 

The Festival involved 'Zl authors' visits/talks, workshops, music and a 

specially commissioned play. In all there were 70 events mainly taking 

place in Leicestershire libraries, with one event in a museum and one in 

Leicester's Arts Centre (Phoenix Arts). The average attendance at the 

events was 35"; the majority of the events were attended by between 11 

and 30 people, which was a good number. 

As it was the first undertaking of its kind in the County the library 

organizers had no background in promotion or running of large events, 

in selecting events the organizers relied on 'gut feeling'. A broad 

appeal was wanted and it was therefore not too literary; attempts were 

always made to link events to literature but the links were sometimes 

tenuous. In pursuance of broad appeal there was a wide range of 

events, hopefully catering for as many people as possible. A play was 
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commissioned based on the local history and local reminiscence series of 

books 'Leicestershire as I remember it'. 

The long term planning of the Festival meant that problems arose in 

securing the involvement of authcr-s and perfcr-mers who could not 

necessarily commit themselves months, er- even a year, in advance. Fer

example, 270 authcr-s were approached but only 27 were able to appear. 

The cr-ganizers were aware of the practical problems as a feasibility 

study had been carried out, by looking at other festivals and events. 

As a result of these investigations a festival-support group was 

established through which ideas could be discussed and problems 

solved. 

One of the limitations placed on the Festival was that of audience size; 

fire regulations limited attendance to about 00 per library. Space was 

another limitation as not all libraries are suitable fer- theatre er- other 

live perfcr-mance. The space limitations also dictated ticket prices, as 

libraries cannot provide the facilities fer- audiences offered by theatres 

and other purpose-built spaces. 

Sponsorship was sought and found by studying the Yellow Pages and 

attempting to match sponsors to events. Three bands of sponsorship 

were offered to sponsors, starting at £50. The minimum amount of 

sponsorship that had to be found was fA,OOO, and fb,OOO was raised. 

The sponsors, mostly local businesses, were approached by letter on 

paper specifically designed fer- the Festival. Design and presentation 

were to play an important part in the promotion of the Festival. The 

sponsors were offered a good 'package': in return for their sponsorship 
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they gained prominent mention in all promotional literature and at the 

events they sponsored. Another aspect of the importance of 

presentation was that of 'selling' the Festival to the library staff. A 

presentation was given to the area managers. They then spread the 

word to their staffs, and although this procedure was not entirely 

successful, the majority of staff did become well-versed about the 

Festival. 

The Literature Festival was the major event in the County in 1991 but, 

additionally, a programme of li0-60 events is mounted each year with a 

budget. In 1992, for example, a budget of £13.000 provided a small 

series of events with a Battle of Bosworth theme: a play, some music 

contemporary to the battle, and a talk. There were also two World War 

One events, one a presentation about the war poets and the other an 

Ivor Novelle concert. Such events are non-profit making, as was the 

Literature Festival, and the most popular are music and drama, 

literature events being the least attended, and hence the need for a 

festival of literature to redress the balance. The festival succeeded in 

promoting not only libraries, but also the literature held in libraries. 

Furthermore, the Festival was successful in attracting audiences that 

were sizeable for a festival of its type. 

Another such festival is planned for 1993, this time with a theme of 'New 

Horizons' which is intended to help marketing and publicity, and a 

larger budget has been allocated to the 1993 Festival. Also planned are 

theatre involvement and a link with dance, as 1993 is the Year of Oance. 

Ideally dance events with a theme of literature will be arranged. 
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The aim of Leicestershire's Arts and Libraries programme is to develop 

the potential of libraries in Leicestershire as venues for arts activities 

and to create an audience for literature-based activities. The initial, 

1991, Leicestershire Literature Festival fulfilled this aim and the 

organizers of its 1993 suc:ces9M intend to build on that achievement. 

LYTCHET MALTRAVAS, DORSET 

In early 1992 Dorset County Council decided to mark the opening of a 

new small library (with a stock of only 8,(XX) books) in Lytchet 

Maltravas. It was discovered that the new building had excellent 

acoustics, and in order to take advantage of this, a string quartet was 

hired to play 'background' music during the event. 

The occasion was organized by the Deputy County Librarian, rather than 

the lcx:al librarian, and as the purpose of the event was individual, 

simply to mark the launch of a new library, funds were provided by the 

Dorset County Council Chief Executive and not through sponsorship: it 

was not designed to serve any publicity purposes. There are no similar 

events planned for the future, as funding is a problem. 

READING CENTRAL LIBRARY AND THE BERKSHIRE LITERATURE FESTIVAL 

The library and arts partnership has been spasmodic in Berkshire 

because of funding and policy difficulties, and is undergoing a major 

policy rewrite. The purpose of this change is to improve cost-
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effectiveness and focus on enabling people to carry out arts activities. 

The resulting policy will then act as a framework on which individual 

libraries will base their own policy. The Library and Information 

Service has drawn up a mission statement and Service aims which states 

that the; "'Berkshire Library and Information service provides major 

community facilities the purpose of which is to enable and encourage 

individuals or groups to gain unbiased access to information, knowledge 

and works of creative imagination."' The statement upon the Arts 

acknowledges "'the significant part which the Arts have to play in the 

economy of Berkshire and the positive contribution which the Arts 

already make to the social well-being of the people of Berkshire."' The 

statement also promises to promote knowledge, understanding and 

practice of the arts and to liaise with other appropriate agencies. 

The Central Library in Reading (built in 198ll) has a specially designed 

performance space which has been little used. Examples of its use 

include a performance by a Chamber Music Trio and the performing of 

excerpts from plays by local amateur dramatic societies to promote the 

works. The reasons for the lack of use of this space were identified as 

problems in planning and marketing. The events that were mounted 

were of a one off nature and sparsely attended; there was continuity of 

events, and little money was available for marketing such sporadic 

productions. The lack of funds meant there could be no continuous 

programme despite a wish to establish one. 

The major event in which Berkshire libraries are involved is the 

Berkshire Literature Festival, which has been running annually since 

1989. This is a community-based venture, initiated by a local poet, and 
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its f~rmula involving an even mix of readings by auth~rs and wcrkshop 

events has proved very successful. The Festival is funded by 

Berkshire County Council, Southern Arts, sponSired by a local 

bookshop and run by a non-profit-making crganization, despite a 

turnover of £2./:XX) in 1992. 

The 1992 Festival took the theme of 'New Wcrlds', this aided marketing 

and attracted media attention. A writer held writing surgeries 

successively in four libraries across the County, and four of the other 

eighteen events also took place in libraries. And although their 

involvement in the venture does not seem large, the libraries are 

represented on the Steering Committee of the Festival. 

The arts and libraries events are limited by the funds available to 

libraries which have been limited by the structure of finance within the 

Local Auth~rity. However, as with many other Auth~rities, a 

recrganization is taking place with the aim of enabling people to arrange 

events er activities with as little drain on library resources in terms of 

money and staff time. This is an example of an increasing trend in 

libraries. 

MURDER IN THE LIBRARY: ARTS FESTIVAL. CAMBRIDGESHIRE 

'Murder in the Library' was a large-scale, County-wide arts festival with 

a crime theme, which took place between the 3rd and 30th of October, 

1991: it was mainly library based. The events included a specially 

commissioned play, authcr visits/talks, concerts, police lectures, a 

literary dinner and several competitions. 
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A working party of interested persons from libraries throughout the 

County ran the festival, the activities of which were coordinated by the 

Arts Unit of the Cambridgeshire Ubraries and Information Service. The 

organizers faced particular difficulty in mounting the Festival because 

reorganization and funding streamlining were taking place while the 

Festival was being planned. Nevertheless, the difficulties were 

overcome, and success was achieved. The Festival was the second of its 

type in the County and was based on the structure of the previous 

festival, of 1989, which had a Science-fiction theme and had been 

successful. The theme of crime was chosen in 1991 because it was 

popular as a fictional genre in all media and thus a commercial 

proposition. That popularity facilitated expansion of the Festival by 

building on the experience of the previous festival. It also attracted 

outside organizations' participation in addition to that of libraries, 

although the Festival was to remain library orientated. 

The organizers commissioned a play rather than use an already written 

work. Thus they were able to dictate the play's theme and how it 

would be performed in the libraries, which were not built with theatrical 

performance in mind. Also, royalties could be gained from the 

performance of the play after the Festival. For the visits/talks, authors 

were found by contacting two publishers who identified appropriate 

writers with local links. Two extra 'stars' were also hired, useful for 

publicity and certain to attract a large audience. Cambridgeshire 

schools were involved in the musical side of the Festival when pupils 

performed a specially commissioned work from Patrick Gowers based on 

the themes he wrote for the television series of Sherlock Holmes. The 
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concert was compa-ed by Edward Hardwicke (Dr. Watson.) and was 

attended by HRH The Prince Edward. The musical side of the Festival is 

one example of the involvement of other organizations' participation. 

The-e were three competitions running throughout the Festival, each 

requiring its own discipline: short-story writing, photography and book 

cover designing. A general-knowledge quiz also took place with the 

clues being broadcast by the local radio station. other quizzes could be 

found on the book marks available in libraries which featured well

known crime writers. 

Sponsorship and funding for the Festival came from a wide range of 

sources. They we-e the Arts Board, the local newspaper (which also 

printed the 'Festival Diary' promotion leaflet), the Arts Council, 

publishers, small businesses and bookshops. Despite the level of 

sponsorship and funding, a small charge was made for most events to 

generate income for libraries. The Festival did make money in the sense 

that it raised income from charging, but it was not self financing. 

The library resources used by the Festival we-e the staffs' time which 

was volunteered, as no money was available to pay staff for overtime. 

The librarians drew up book lists and promoted the Festival locally. 

However, the County's librarians have no specific Arts remit, only an 

activity remit, and, tha-efore, whether they participate in art activity is 

a matter of personal choice. Furthermore, consequent upon the 

reorganization and streamlining of library resources the-e is now no 

time available to librarians to organize activities, and neither is the-e 

any funding. These lacks place seva-e restrictions on the organization 

of a further festival; the only alternative would be to hire a 
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professional organizer. 

The time and commitment of library staff at 'ground level' to the staging 

of the Festival have been identified by the organizers as very 

important factors. When the staff were not committed to the Festival 

events failed because of lack of promotion. Staff members needed 

training in promoting and organizing events. Furthermore, the 

organizers recognized that the Festival had not been 'sold' to the staff 

as well as it might have been; this was a vital factor, as the staff 

volunteered their time. The difficulty with staff time and commitment 

would seem to militate against library involvement. The libraries were 

used as venues to further diversification of the libraries' role, to 

combat the stereotype of that roles' being solely the mundane lending of 

books. It was useful publicity for libraries, providing opportunity to 

demonstrate the variety of functions hitherto not recognized by the 

majority of the public. Many libraries proved very successful as 

venues, although others were poorly attended and some events were 

cancelled. Post-Festival review suggested that success or failure of an 

event did rely on the commitment of staff. Such conclusions highlight 

the need for training and the promotion of events to staff, no matter 

what the type of undertaking. The training should involve an 

explanation of how funding works and how to market an event. 

In summary, the Festival was a success but, regrettably, the experience 

gained will probably go unused because of the severe limitation of staff 

time imposed by implementation of reorganization and streamlining 

measures, which will prevent participation by staff members in matters 

other than provision of a basic library service. 
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BATH CENTRAL LIBRARY, EXHIBITION SPACE 

The Bath Central Ubrary was built in the early 1900s, in a shopping 

mall, with a specially designed Meetings and Exhibition Room. The Room 

is 83-metre square, and seats 70. It can be used as a self-contained 

unit. as it has its own entrance, small kitchen and toilets with facilities 

for the disabled. The space is used mainly by local groups and 

societies. The library seldom organizes events as there is no staffing 

allocated for the purpose. However, the space is very popular and is 

always fully booked. 

Bookings for the exhibition space are taken on a first-come first served 

basis, subject to certain restrictions. The space is also used as a 

meetings room and so the exhibitions must be capable of easy removal. 

The criterion used for allowing exhibitions is that they must be of a 

general cultural or community nature. Such necessity provides an 

excellent, broad basis for a wide spectrum of artistic presentations, 

provided that these do not promote causes which are at variance with 

the County Council's policy or decisions. Neither are party political or 

religious exhibitions allowed. 

The exhibition space is free of charge for non-commercial exhibitions. 

When work is sold or orders taken, a commission of 20" is levied, 

payable to the Library. A charge is also made if an exhibition is 

connected with an event taking place outside the Library. A high 

standard of display is requested and equipment is available free of 
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charge to hang pictures. Any exhibition found to be displayed poorly 

will be removed. 

All publicity material must be approved by the librarian in charge, 

including press releases. The Ubrary helps with the publicity by 

distributing leaflets in the Library and to other libraries. Otherwise all 

other publicity is the responsibil1ty of the exhibitor, as are setting up 

and dismantling the exhibition. The Ubrary is unable to participate to 

any greater extent, because of staff and funding shortages. The 

Library would like to be more involved as the space is very popular 

and very well run; it is also a very lucrative enterprise for the 

Ubrary. 

Bath Central Ubrary sets a very good example of establishing firm 

guidelines and running arts activities in a businesslike manner. By 

professional management the Ubrary has become an attractive venue for 

exhibitors of a high standard of work. By having strong control and 

setting high standards, the Library has created a good reputation and 

w111 attract more and more visitors and business. The Library's 

exhibition space offers local artists a facility to exhibit and offers the 

opportunity to local people to experience Art in a welcoming space, 

unlike the sometimes 'hostile' official or commercial gallery. 

JAll. AT NUNEATON LIBRARY 

Nuneaton staged a one-off jazz concert by a local jazz orchestra to 

coincide with a promotion of the Library's audio-visual resources and to 
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promote the Library as a cultural centre, diversifying its role. The jazz 

orchestra had performed there previously to promote a 'Music Month' at 

the Library. 

The local press was interested in the event and publicized it with a 

photograph of the jazz orchestra. This and photocopied leaflets 

distributed in the Library was the extent of publicity for the event. It 

was said that there could have been more publicity but for lack of staff 

time and commitment. The event was organized on a voluntary basis, 

there being no librarian with an arts remit. However, staff did help at 

the concert, which was held after the Library had closed, as they could 

work for time owing (in lieu). Three staff members were involved 

directly and this involvement was a significant use of library resources, 

in addition to allocation of library space to the event. 

Admission to the concert was free but a charge was made for 

refreshments, served in the interval by the Library staff. A charge 

could not be made for listening to the music because the Library did 

not have a performance licence; this fact, obviously, restricts the income 

generated by such events. 

It was hoped that the concert would increase awareness of the audio

visual stock, but no significant rise in borrowing of this material has 

occurred. It had been realised that a single event would not achieve 

that objective but, regrettably, there was not enough staff time or 

funding available to mount a continuous or larger programme of events. 

Other arts events that have taken place in the Library have been 
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initiated centrally, as part of County-wide programmes, and have often 

been poorly attended as a consequence of a lack of local input. It was 

suggested that to improve this situation, and any event taking place in 

a library, a regular programme would have to be established and the 

publicity would have to reach out into the community. However, such 

an eventuality seems unlikely because the County has been severely 

charge;A3pped. Also, the Arts Strategy is a typically vague document 

and Arts events seem too centralized to be successful - in Nuneaton at 

least. 

FRIEZE AT LEIGHTON BUZZARD CHILDREN'S LIBRARY 

The Frieze in the children's library at Leighton Buzzard consists of 22 

paintings and is entitled 'Just Imagine'. The paintings take their 

inspiration from children's stories throughout the world, each picture 

telling a particular story. The pictures are painted in bright, vivid, 

colours which immediately catch the eye. This is not to say that they 

are a mere exercise in decoration. The stories depicted are evocative 

and have a sense of myth about them. Each picture rewards detailed 

study as layers of meaning are revealed. The Frieze thus works on 

several levels; certainly it is colourful, eye;A3tching and guaranteed to 

draw the attention of adults and children. It is also a thought

provoking work which provides the starting point for as many stories 

as a person can dream up and tell. It is an inspiring piece of work 

and an inspired commission. 

The idea to commission the work came initially from the Youth Librarian, 
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who wanted the children's activities room to be decorated with murals 

painted by children. However, the project straddled two schemes of 

Eastern Arts already in process and so funding was not available. So, 

the Arts Officer suggested commissioning a local artist to paint a series 

of pictures for the the children's library to form a frieze above the 

book-stacks on the largest wall. It was thought that the frieze would 

be an ideal way to raise the profile of the children's library and help 

storytellers visiting the library. 

Business sponsorship was sought and secured and further marketing 

funding was given by the Government's Business Investment Incentive 

Scheme (BIIS). As a result of BIIS involvement the business sponsors 

provided further funding to pay for full-colour, double-sided posters 

given free to local children. The posters comprise reproductions of 

eight pictures from the Frieze, each with a small description of the 

story it depicts. Money also went towards a free reception with food 

and drink given for invited guests at the opening. The Libraries 

Division paid for a children's' television celebrity, Floella Benjamin, to 

attend the unveiling of the Frieze. The Libraries Division also donated 

some money toward the cost of the commission. Most money for this 

came from Eastern Arts and the business sponsors. This also enabled 

the Library to install exhibition lighting and other aids to seeing the 

Frieze. 

The unveiling of the Frieze was a very high-profile event gaining much 

publicity. The Frieze is a permanent enhancement of the children's 

library, as intended, and has led to a storytelling event and residency 

and an art-education workshop. 
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The commissioning of the Frieze was carried out by an Arts Officer who, 

unlike librarians, was trained in such matters. Advice which was sought 

from, and given by, an expert on public-art-commission contracts proved 

invaluable. Were a librarian were to attempt such an undertaking, 

however, considerable help would be needed from the Regional Arts 

Board visual-arts expert. A paintings-commission panel was set up to 

draw up the design brief and oversee the commission through to its 

final stages. The panel consisted of the Librarian, Children's Librarian, 

Eastern Arts Visual Arts Officer, Arts Centre Manager and Art Education 

Officer from the County Education Service. The whole undertaking 

presents a good model of co-operation between libraries and other 

organizations. 

THE BIRMINGHAM LIBRARIES CREATIVE READERS 

The leaflet promoting Birmingham City Council Library Service's 

'Imagination Services' proclaims that "the library is your local free point 

of access to world culture, used by a wide cross-section of all ages and 

backgrounds who go to the library of their own choice, on their own 

terms, in a receptive frame of mind, expecting to look, think and 

choose."(1). This is a most refreshing and positive statement to find in 

library publicity, very inviting and encouraging and presented in a 

colourful manner. The Readers and Writers Festival was part of the 

Imagination Services and a particularly interesting aspect of this was 

the Creative Reader in Residence. The Creative Reader's responsibility 
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------

was to encourage library users to read mere and, to this end, draws up 

book lists on various themes. The writing of book lists in this manner 

is common enough but it is the way the lists were so effectively 

promoted that is most pertinent. The book lists were promoted 

positively outside the Library, using imaginative posters and leaflets 

distributed via appropriate outlets. For example, a book list about food 

was distributed via restaurants and various food shops such as 

takeaways and delicatessens. The scheme was particularly effective 

because great emphasis was placed on the initiative of local library 

staff. Also, a competition was run, in which the winner was the library 

distributing the most public1ty. The outcome of this method of 

promotion is obviously varied depending on the commitment of local 

staff, but is generally encouraging. The purpose of the scheme was to 

encourage people to use librararies more imaginatively and to recognize 

the many uses of literacy by using the book lists. An example of the 

themes was 'In Groups' which encouraged readers to share their reading 

and to think of starting a similar reading group, not only to that end 

but also to encourage people to write by being inspired by others' 

work. 'Food Thought' was not a list of recipe books but of books which 

celebrate food and other aspects such as restaurants and cooks' 

reminiscences. 'On Journeys' recommended different types of books for 

different types of journey and had a section of books that would 

impress fellow travellers; this encourages reading in different 

environments, as reading does not have to be a solitary-confines 

activity. It must be made clear that the lists were solely suggestions 

and not instructions: "fiction to lose yourself in, ideas to find yourself 

in, .. .all kinds of books to read on your own terms."(2). 
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The Creative Reader initiative is a very good example of how to 

encourage library users to read. 

were not at all condescending 

The lists and promotional literature 

or suggesting of philanthropic 

improvement. The aim was to make people aware of literature and to 

remove barriers to reading by illustrating the uses of literacy, both 

practical and spiritual. The publicity did reach out into the community 

further than within the library, which it must do in order to expand the 

'audience' for library activities. 

HEREFORD AND WORCESTER PROMOTION OF CONTEMPORARY POETRY 

PROJECT 

Promotion of the Hereford and Worcester Contemporary Poetry Project 

started in 1991 and spanned approximately 17 months, including the 

planning stages. The aim was to promote and build the libraries' stock 

of contemporary poetry, poetry being a neglected area of most libraries' 

stock, and the practice of writing and performing poetry. This 

objective is indicative of the Library Services Department's view that 

libraries are cultural centres and that literature forms an important part 

of cultural life. 

The Project was run in conjunction with the Poetry Society, West 

Midlands Arts and the Office of Arts and Libraries. These bodies' main 

contribution was funding, except for the Poetry Society which took a 

more active role. The reasons the Poetry Society wished to be involved 

in the Project were that it wanted to be seen as less of a London-based 
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crganization and to increase the circulation of its magazine, 'Poetry 

Review'. 

Five libraries were chosen from throughout the County to take part in 

the Project, a sixth receiving extra stock only. The Project involved 

the purchase of contemporary poetry books to boost stocks and this was 

followed up by installation of a poet in residence. Throughout his 

sixteen week residency, the Poet visited the five libraries within the 

project year, allocating an equal amount of time to each. This spread 

resulted in problems with continuity as the five library towns were 

quite far apart. It had been recognized, however, that to have 

concentrated the project in one library would have decreased the impact 

of the Project in the County. The visits of the Poet in Residence, in 

which he held surgeries and workshops and gave readings, were 

supplemented by readings by other visiting poets and groups of local 

poets; these readings proved popular. 

The Poet in Residence intended to wcrk with individuals as well as 

established writers' groups. He contacted as many people and 

crganizations as possible that might have been interested, and this 

proved to be an impcrtant part of publicizing the Project. The Project 

received national and local media attention, including the press, but not 

all of it was positive. It was mainly the national press which commented 

negatively about the use of 'Poll Taxpayers' money' on poetry. In fact, 

only £2IJIXXJ was spent on new poetry stock out of the £11XXJIXXJ book 

budget. The local media, however, were mainly positive about the 

Project and, although the County's Library Department does not have a 

publicity department, the libraries distributed posters, leaflets and 
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exhibited displays. Furthermere, bookshops promoted the Project. 

Indeed, an impertant aim of the Project was to develop links with 

bookshops, and this did prove successful. 

The worth of the Project was monitc..-ed by keeping records of stock 

and loans fer sample periods and recording the views of users by means 

of questionnaires which were circulated mainly through the mailing list 

of more than li50 people who had expressed an interest in the Project. 

Also, repc..-ts on the Project were received from the Poet in Residence 

and erganizations involved. In addition, a survey was carried out to 

gain users' views about the Project, other cultural werk in libraries and 

a proposal to establish an Integrated Library System. 

The contemporary-poetry stock improved greatly and "indeed it is 

pn:ibable that a cross-section of available contemperary poetry present 

stock holdings are unrivalled in British public 11braries.''(3). The 

selection of new poetry stock highlighted the need fer new selection 

strategies using the specific knowledge of others. It also highlighted 

the lack of experience and confidence among professionals in selecting 

poetry. Readings of poetry were found to be very valuable to 

librarians in selecting material. A particularly significant finding was 

that, in general, librarians need to improve their appraisal skills. 

The use of contemperary poetry books increased considerably, in one 

library by 869%, and issues of werk by living poets increased too - by 

as much as 1633% in one library. Readers expressed their appreciation 

of the Project and, subsequently, contemperary poetry stock was 

increased in response to answered questionnaires. The Project provided 
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the Ubrary Service with insights into the organization of literature 

projects. It also proved that C!Xlperative work with other organizations 

can be successful. Furthermore, it underlined the need for librarians to 

acquire greater skill in selecting literature - an acquisition necessary, 

too, to enhance their competency in giving advice to library users. 

The Hereford and Worcester Ubrary Department is small for the area it 

serves but has managed to generate many and varied arts activities; it 

even organizes a festival each time a new library is opened in the 

County. Funding is limited, but the Department has the will to provide 

good arts events. It fully appreciates that libraries are cultural centres 

and should be active agencies in their communities, promoting and 

encouraging cultural activity. The success of this Department's 

promotions is the epitome of the triumph of positive attitude and will. 

It has eschewed vague policy statements and promoted a set of positive 

values which has achieved excellent results. Clearly, when the 

organizer of an event is positive, professional and enthusiatic others are 

keen to be involved to mutual advantage in the successful outcome. 
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1. Birmingham City Council. 
Imagination Services, 1992, p. 1. 
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2. Birmingham City Council, ref., p. 3. 
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3. HMSO. Public Library Development Incentive Scheme: 
Hereford and Worcester County Libraries and the Poetry 
Society, 1992, p.17. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The Arts-and-Libraries partnership has its roots in the philanthropic 

conca--ns of the mid-19th Century. It has developed, through various 

stages reflecting changes in society, art and politics, to its current 

standing. An indication of the its well being may be seen by studying 

some recent examples of this partnership and, perhaps, a glimpse of the 

future prospects. It is appropriate to consider whether the events 

studied comply with the ideal suggested in Chapter 6. 

The literature and experts suggest that studies should be carried out of 

audiences, local arts needs and facilities. Such studies are not carried 

out, however, because of lack of funds and time. The only sure way for 

librarians to become aware of local arts needs is through discussion 

between librarians and members of the public about their needs, and the 

librarians' seeking and making suggestions. Librarians should make 

efforts to be aware of the local arts scene - and they generally do. 

The relationship between local arts bodies and libraries is inconsistent 

to say the least. Recent reorganization of arts bodies has resulted in 

their being involved only in the larger events, which have higher 

profiles than small events in a single library; they have neither the 

funds nor the time. Where RAAs or other art bodies have been involved 

in library events, however, their assistance has been very valuable. 

Do the people get what they want from library events? The only way to 

judge this is by the extent of attendances and this can vary for a 

variety of reasons other than that of the quality of the event. An 
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event attended by a single person could still be considered worthwhile, 

if not worth repeating. Attempts have been made to involve the people 

in the events through workshops and other participatory events. 

Libraries thus offer stages or forums in which local people or groups 

can perform or exhibit their work to the community, which isa valuable 

function of the library. Where libraries participate in arts events they 

do break down barriers, as they represent non-€litlst access to the 

Arts, and the range of events on offer in libraries throughout the 

country is evidence of this. Art presented in libraries is worthwhile for 

library, artist and audience. Library resources, however, are not being 

optimized. 

Library staffs are not being used or involved properly due to lack of 

funding and of appropriate training of library staff, professional or not. 

The staffs represent a substantial resource of experience, enthusiasm 

and education which go under-utilized or unsupported. The other great 

resource which libraries have is space. Yet, this space lies unused 

after the library closes. The potential use of the space after hours is 

unrealized especially during the weekends. The space goes unused not 

because of lack of demand but because of lack of funds either to pay 

staff to attend events after hours or to set up initiatives to attract 

local groups into libraries, which would bring funds in and thus 

optimize library resources. New libraries often have an art space 

included in them but it is frequently under-used. The foresight in 

creating arts spaces goes unrewarded because when the new libraries 

begin operation they have insufficient funds and organization to utilize 

the spaces. 
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Another deficiency indentified by the case studies is that of marketing. 

Most librarians seem to be aware that marketing and publicity are vital 

to the sucess of an event and to the library. However, many librarians 

do not have the time or funds to arrange good publ1city or to provide 

for other organizations to publicize the event for the library, e.g. local 

newspapers. Furthermore, the value of desk-top publishing as a cheap 

but effective publicity tool has been underestimated. The publicity must 

reach as many people as possible and this objective cannot be achieved 

by placing leaflets on the issue desk: publicity must be taken into the 

community and to the media. 

It is apparent that the declared Arts policies of various local authorities 

and library and information services are not being met. The policies on 

Arts provision are often vague statements of intent and lack any 'teeth' 

to implement those policies. To remedy this situation the Arts-and

Libraries partnership must be 'sold' to libraries as a benefit and not 

just something to be done as a sideline organized during the lunch 

break. When asked why their library wanted to have an arts event 

most organizers said, as part of their answer, that they wanted to 

diversify the role of the library and change its image. It is commonly 

thought by librarians that the library users consider that they, and 

libraries, are dull; this is an indication of the level of self-esteem that 

many librarians have. Yet, the staging of events in libraries could go a 

long way to changing perceptions of libraries by funders, staff and 

users. Such staging could also serve to boost the morale of the staff, 

but only If they were well informed about, and involved in, the events. 

If this diversification Is to be achieved it can only be done by having a 
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continuous programme of events backed up by marketing and 

enthusiasm. A desire for such was expressed by organizers where there 

is no continuous programme, a deficiency caused, yet again, by lack of 

funds, training and time. Indeed, the most common comments made 

during the study were about the state of funding and consequent time 

and staffing problems. The events in libraries do bring in some income 

but most are non-profit-making relying on sponsorship and public funds 

; the exception to this is where libraries solely rent out rooms and 

gallery space and take commission from exhibitors. The Arts are thus 

vulnerable, having low priority. But libraries are not just a book

lending facility but are a many-faceted organization with many valuable 

resources available. The case studies have shown that these resources 

can be used effectively and that librarians are capable of good 

organization and learning from mistakes. 

The other suggestion that organizers made was that there should be 

better training for librarians in the arts. Many mentioned that they 

had had no previous knowledge of performance licences and such like, 

nor of how art funding operates. Many events studied had obtained 

some sort of sponsorship, a sign that local and national businesses are 

willing to be involved. It would be of great benefit if this knowledge 

and experience were to be passed on to library students and staff so 

they they could run arts events sucessfully and support events in 

libraries. Ideally a national database of events should be created which 

would assist librarians greatly in organizing events and creating a 

network of communication to exchange experiences and information. 

The events studied are just an example of the wide range taking place 
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in libraries but they are a useful indication of the current state of the 

Arts-and-Libraries partnership and its possible future, which, it is 

hoped, will be prosperous. 
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